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Abstract—Global warming, the decline of oil resources as
well as the introduction of emission regulations have led to a
research focus in new drive technologies. Within this group of
alternative drive technologies, fuel cell hybrid electric vehicles
(FHEV) are considered to be especially effective. Nevertheless, in
order to achieve an efficient operation, an energy management
system (EMS) is required. Since system efficiency as well as
the operation characteristics is determined by the chosen EMS
scheme, current research focuses on new EMS approaches. This
paper reviews and evaluate three widely accepted state of the
art EMS schemes: classical proportional-integral control, state
machine approach and online optimization based equivalent
consumption minimization strategy (ECMS). The evaluation is
done based on an a physical model of a FHEV. Since, use cases of
the vehicle also have significant influence, real word driving was
used to generate test cases. Thus, a method to cluster recorded
driving data with regards to drive scenarios is proposed. Finally,
the extracted reference cycles in combination with the physical
model form a virtual test bench, used to evaluate the three EMS
approaches under test.

Keywords—Fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle, energy management
strategy,ECMS, fuel cell, real world driving, drive cycle identifica-
tion.

I. INTRODUCTION

The decline of oil resources, the negative impact of gasoline

driven vehicles on the air quality as well as the global climate

change contribute to the energy transition, which includes the

movement to shift to electric driven vehicles. The German

government's goal is to have one million electric vehicles on

the streets by 2020, whereas lifetime, range and refill time of

all-electric vehicles pose challenges, which prevent a broad

acceptance. While all electric driven-vehicles are generally

considered very efficient, fuel cell electric vehicle FEV present

a number of advantages. FEV can be refueled faster and

hydrogen can be stored more compact, which in total results

in greater driving ranges. Additionally fuel cell power systems

are more resistant against degradation and the fuel cell (FC)

waste heat can be used for heating the passenger compartment.

Nevertheless, FCs show significant drawbacks like limited rate

of power dynamics or the lack of recuperating breaking energy.

Fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle (FHEV) containing a FC, a

battery and a super capacitor (SC) are capable to overcome this

limitations [1]. For operating a FHEV an energy management

system (EMS) controlling the operation states and power flows

between all components. It is essential and has a crucial

impact on the operation characteristics as well as efficiency

and hydrogen consumption. [2] gives a general overview of

EMS approaches and evaluates those in the context of a

more-electric aircraft. Especially three widely used schemes

can be named: the classic proportional integral (PI) controller

approach [3], rule based approaches, with state machine as

most popular example [4], [5] and optimization oriented

approaches, for example equivalent consumption minimization

strategy (ECMS) [6]–[9].

Besides the EMS, the vehicles use case, characterized by

its drive cycle (DC), also influence the operation character-

istics and has a great impact on the overall efficiency. In

literature, most presented EMS approaches are tested either

with standardized cycles [10] or with randomly chosen DCs

derived from recorded real world driving [11]. [12] pointed

out that legislative standard DCs often show unrealistic drive

conditions including unrealistic periods of constant speed or

constant acceleration. Therefore, standard DCs often do not

represent strong acceleration or deceleration events occurring

in real world driving. In this study, real world driving data

is preferred and considered. In contrast to randomly chosen

cycles, the test DCs shall be representative for common driving

scenarios. To find representative cycles for specific driving sce-

narios, measured data needs to be processed and categorized.

A common way to analyze and classify driving data, based on

real world driving, is the micro trip approach, where a micro

trip (MT) includes the velocity and inclination profile between

two consecutive stops. Usually, the specified MTs are added

to form a synthetic DC. Typically, these are used afterward

in order to estimate fuel consumption or pollutant emissions

[13]–[16]. Since not synthetic DCs but real world trips are in

the scope of this study, a different approach was used. In this

paper, a two level Fuzzy-C-means clustering algorithm was

used to identify representative DCs from real world driving

data.

Objective of this paper is to propose a new method to

compare and evaluate EMS strategies for FHEVs based on real

world driving. Therefore, a method to identify representative

DCs for specific drive scenarios is proposed. A quasi-static

physical model of a FHEVs power train is introduced as a

test bench. The individual models for each component are

well known and validated in literature. In summary a set of 60

representative DCs were selected as test cycles. Those were
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Fig. 1. Selection of recorded DCs

applied to a physical model of a FHEV and used to evaluate

the performance of three popular EMS approaches.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the

drive cycle selection method. The physical model of the FHEV

system is discussed in Section III. Afterward, the results are

presented and subsequently discussed in Section IV. Finally, a

final conclusion is given in Section V.

II. DRIVE CYCLE ANALYSIS

Drive scenarios can be described as urban, rural, motorways

or stop and go. Whereas the first three depend on the road, stop

and go is mainly caused by congested traffic and can occur

on every road type [15]. Rural trips typically are determined

by frequent stops and low velocity. Rural driving shows as

comparably high number of acceleration and breaking events

with a high maximum velocity and medium average speed. In

contrast, motorway trips typically show long driving distance

as well as high average and maximum velocity. In total,

characteristics of a driving scenario comprise various proper-

ties such as road type, traffic condition, weather, topography

or driver preferences. Since the stated features are only a

small selection of possible influences as well as the partially

dependency of the individual features, the task to generate

representative synthetic DCs characterizing specific driving

scenario, is complex. Therefore, an approach to use real world

data to evaluate the presented EMS approaches was chosen.

DCs used for FHEVs power system simulation typically com-

prises the velocity and road inclination of a recorded driving

trip. For validation purpose, also the current vehicle position

was recorded. In order to guarantee a significant number of

participating drivers, an easy to use measurement tool based on

a smart-phone application including an automated data upload

was developed and distributed.

In total, after preprocessing the data, the recorded data set

includes 250 driving trips recorded by 10 different driver.

Within the set, 100 of the measured cycles can be characterized

as mainly rural driving and 75 in each case urban or motorway.

Each trip covers a wide variety of driving situations, driving

styles and distances from 430 m to 502 km. Although the

data set is not sufficiently large to represent all possible

driving patterns, it includes a wide range of realistic driving

conditions and trip lengths. Figure 1 depicts a representative

selection of exemplary DCs, recorded in field operational tests.

Nevertheless, since none of the previously mentioned drive

scenarios characterizing parameter were logged, neither stop

and go could be identified nor be verified if the recorded DCs

are characteristic for the corresponding roads. However, in

order to identify representative DCs for each driving scenario,

a two step Fuzzy-C-means clustering (FCM) algorithm was

applied. Whereas the road type is targeted in the first stage,

the second stage cluster differs regarding the traffic condition.

TABLE I
FEATURE VECTOR

Index Feature Abbreviation Units
1 Maximum Velocity Vmax kmh−1

2 Average Velocity (driving) Vmean kmh−1

3 Average Velocity amean kmh−1

4 Average Acceleration (positive) ap,mean ms−2

5 Time Proportion Acceleration Tacc %
6 Time Proportion Driving Tdrive %
7 Time Proportion Stop Tstop %
8 Trip Distance Dtrip km

Index Feature Abbreviation Units
1 Average Velocity Difference Dmean kmh−1

2 Average Acceleration Difference Dacc ms−2

3 Time Proportion Acceleration Tacc %
4 Time Proportion Decceleration Tacc %
5 Time Proportion Driving Tdrive %
6 Time Proportion Stop Tstop %

In literature, various feature sets describing specific DCs

can be found. Exemplary, [14] presented a list of six features,

which were used to classify MTs and generate the Artemis

DCs. Lee et al. clusters with respect to driving distance. A

short trip is less then nine miles, medium trips are between

nine and 20 miles and long distance trips range over 20

miles [17]. In this study, a set of eight features were used to

characterize a specific drive trip. The chosen features, depicted

in Table I, origin from a set of 18 parameter introduced by De

Hann et al. The chosen selection comprises a set of velocity,

dynamic as well as trip length and time related features and

is suitable to describe driving behavior, traffic and weather

condition as well as road and inclination related characteristics

of a trip.
Following, the feature matrix (FM), summarizing charac-

teristic features of the 250 measured and prefiltered cycles,

was created. In a next step, the FM was normalized based on

the maximum of each feature. After that, the FCM clustering

algorithm setup to identify three clusters, was applied. The

resulting cluster centers are depicted in Table II.
Subsequently, each cluster was subdivided into two sub-

cluster, representing congested and free flow driving condition

for each specific road types. Therefore, a new set of char-

acteristic features was built. Since in particular frequent stop

and go events characterize congested traffic, especially features
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TABLE II
CLUSTER CENTERS

Feature Cluster A Cluster B Cluster C
Vmax 65.15 kmh−1 126.25 kmh−1 145.7 kmh−1

Vmean 36.81 kmh−1 71.37 kmh−1 88.9 kmh−1

amean 28.52 kmh−1 64 kmh−1 84.85 kmh−1

ap,mean 0.45m s−2 0.36m s−2 0.26m s−2

Tacc 24.24% 23.68% 19.3%
Tdrive 29.38% 42.25% 57.7%
Tstop 23.21% 10% 4.6%
Dtrip 10.6 km 37.4 km 54.9 km

related to acceleration and deceleration as well as stops were

chosen. These features are, the difference of average velocity

while driving and the average velocity (Dmean), as well as the

difference of mean acceleration and deceleration (Dacc) and

the varying time proportions accelerating (Tacc), decelerating

(Tdec), driving (Tdrive) and during stops Tstop. The feature

vector of the second clustering step is depicted in Table I.

TABLE III
CENTER OF SUBDIVIDED CLUSTER

Feature Cluster A1 Cluster A2 Cluster B1
Dmean −11.46 kmh−1 −3.16 kmh−1 −5.14 kmh−1

Dacc 0.88m s−2 1.03m s−2 0.72m s−2

Tacc 20.51% 30.72% 24.53%
Tdec 19.94% 29.45% 24.7%
Tdrive 28.50% 30.42% 43.78%
Tstop 31.65% 9.11% 7.17%

Feature Cluster B2 Cluster C1 Cluster C2
Dmean −14.12 kmh−1 −5.90 kmh−1 −1.37 kmh−1

Dacc 0.75m s−2 0.58m s−2 0.46m s−2

Tacc 22.33% 20.41% 16.70%
Tdec 22.16% 19.94% 15.68%
Tdrive 37.43% 53.27% 66.14%
Tstop 18.40% 6.57% 1.44%

In order to find the most representative trips for each

category, the ten cluster members showing the highest degree

of membership of the specific cluster were identified and

chosen to form the test set to evaluate the EMS strategies under

test. Finally, 60 reference cycles representing three different

road types with free-flow and congested traffic were extracted

from a set of 250 recorded but unspecified DCs. Since the

geographic coordinates of the recorded trips were available,

the selection could be validated in terms of the represented

road type.

III. PHYSICAL MODEL

A forward oriented physical model using Matlab Simulink

including the Simscape toolbox was implemented and used

as a virtual test bench. The targeted FC hybrid power system

consists of four main power components: the electric drive,

the FC, the battery and a SC module. Besides, two DC/DC

converter for the battery and the FC as well as the vehicle

including a driver model suitable to follow specific drive cycles

were additionally modeled. With the focus on evaluation of

Fig. 2. Physical Model
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Fig. 3. Exemplary equivalent circuit of fuel cell and battery model

energy management strategies, it is required to find easy

implementable models for each subsystem of the overall drive-

train. Since various validated models for FCs, batteries, super-

caps, vehicle dynamics as well electric drives are presented

in literature, in the following only the specific implemented

approach for each model shall be discussed.

A schematic overview of the implemented physical model

is shown in Figure 2. The time related velocity and driving

distance related road inclination profiles form the input. The

driver model containing a PI controller, ensures that the vehicle

model follows the velocity profile given by the input DCs.

The FC model is based on the work of [18] and was

implemented exemplary in [19]. The model represents a PEM

FC and can be configured with parameters found in man-

ufacturers datasheets. Here a 50 kW PEM FC system was

modeled. Hence, not the evaluation of FC operation is focused,

a ideal FC system including optimal air and hydrogen supply

as well as thermo and humidity control is considered. Also

model limitations like the neglected characteristics of the flow

field or temperature and humidity variations of the membrane

and the diffusion of reactants through the membrane, have no

significant influence.

The battery model origins from the work of [20]. In this

study, a model for a 4 kWh Li-ion battery is configured. The

SC model bases on [21]; a 8F SC was implemented. Both

models are characterized by an equivalent circuit consisting of

an internal resistor and a voltage source set by source current

and the current state of charge. For both models, neither aging

effects nor cell balancing were taken into account. Figure 3

shows the equivalent circuit of the fuel cell as well as the

battery model exemplary.

In order to find a suitable model for the DC/DC converter, a
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Fig. 4. Simplified physical model DC/DC converter

simplified approach was used. Since minimum time resolution

of the input is dT=1 s, a quasi-static behavior can be assumed

and transient characteristics of DC/DC converter is neglected.

Therefore, both converters are modeled with two controllable

current sources, respectively voltage sources. Figure 4 shows

the DC/DC converter model of the FC. In this case, the FC

current is the model input. The output power is calculated

by assuming constant efficiency. Since the DC bus voltage is

known, the required output current can easily be calculated.

Nevertheless, neither operating point related efficiency nor

the switching behavior of the converter is considered, the

implemented reduced complexity DC/DC converter model is

suitable for this specific application.

Finally, the vehicle dynamics and the electric drive were

modeled with elements from the Simscape Driveline blocksets.

The electric drive is represented by an empiric model of

a brushless motor model with closed-loop torque control,

whereas the torque-revolution behavior of the combined motor

and motor inverter is specified by a data set from manufac-

turer’s datasheets. Furthermore, a vehicle body model, repre-

senting a vehicle with two axles longitudinal motion, which

account for body mass, aerodynamic drag and road incline

was implemented, with corresponding differential equation 1.

mV̇ = n(Fw,f − Fw,r)− 1

2
CdρA(V − VW )−mg sinβ (1)

The normal force acting on the rear axles is calculated with

the vehicle dynamics model and applied to two tire models

representing longitudinal behavior of a tire expressed by the

tire Magic Formula [22]. The connection between rear axle

and motor is expressed by physical models of a differential

and a gear box with a fixed gear ratio.

IV. EMS STRATEGIES

This work focus on the evaluation of three widely used EMS

schemes, which are the following:

• PI Controller

• State Machine

• ECMS

Whereas PI and state machine can be named as conven-

tional, the ECMS is an online optimization approach. The main

task of an EMS is to ensure a low hydrogen consumption, high

DC

DC

SoC

SoCset

PFC,set = PDrive

PI
+

-
+

+

Fuel Cell DC/DC

PFC

Fig. 5. PI control scheme

overall efficiency, a small deviation of battery and SC SoC as

well as a long life cycle. Since for all three strategies the

DC bus voltage, respectively the SC voltage, is controlled by

the battery DC/DC converter, the FC power PFC is the only

quantity controllable by the EMS.

A. PI Control
Central component of this control scheme is a PI con-

troller regulating the battery SoC. Since power capacity of

a supportive battery in a FHEV is limited, the FC is the

main power source and follows the load. In order to increase

the power when the battery SoC is low, the PI controller

output is added to the reference FC reference power. Vice

versa, if the SoC is above the set point, the output of the

PI controller is negative and the current FC power (PFC) is

reduced. By manipulating PFC , the charge of the SC module,

respectively the voltage, changes. Since the battery regulates

the SC voltage, a SC voltage increase causes charging the

battery. Vice versa, a lower SC voltage leads to discharging

the battery. The implemented PI approach is depicted in figure

5.

B. State Machine Control
The implemented state machine shows two basic states:

driving and recuperation, comprising in total seven sub-states.

Whereas the transient condition for entering state driving is

a positive power demand. Nevertheless, to avoid unstable

control, a hysteresis of 500ms is implemented. The main

target of the state machine control is to ensure an optimal

and stable FC operation point as long as possible. Transient

condition of the various sub-states is the battery SoC. A SoC

below 55% is considered as low, below 70% is normal, up

to 85% as high and values above are defined as maximum.

Recuperation shows three sub-states, with the current battery

SoC as transient variable:

• Low: A low SoC allows to keep PFC at optimal (PFC,opt,
even while recuperated energy is charging the battery.

• Medium: If SoC is normal, the PFC is reduced to
minimum. Therefore, the FC is still in operation and a
fast power increase is possible.

• High: If the SoC of the battery is high or maximum while
recuperating, PFC is reduced to zero.

The basic state driving includes four sub-states, with the

current battery SoC as the transient variable:

• Low: If the demanded power is below PFC,opt, PFC is
set to PFC,opt. If load is above optimal, PFC is set to
maximum (PFC,max).
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• Medium: The state medium is similar to the state low.
PFC is set to PFC,opt. If the demanded power is between
PFC,opt and PFC,max. In this case PFC follows the load
demand up to PFC,max.

• High: If the battery SoC reaches state high and power
demand is below minimum FC power (Pfc,min), PFC

is set to zero. If power demand is between Pfc,min

and Pfc,opt, set point is Pfc,min. Subsequently, if the
demand is above Pfc,opt and below Pfc,max, PFC is set
to Pfc,opt. Only for demands larger then Pfc,max the
reference is Pfc,max.

• Maximum: If the state maximum is reached, the FC
system is switched off and the demand is fully supplied
by the battery.

C. ECMS based Control

The implemented ECSM approach is based on the work

of [6]. The key objective of ECMS is optimizing the fuel

consumption by minimizing the hydrogen consumed by the

FC and a hydrogen equivalent representing the exchanged

energy of the battery. Thereby, it is targeted to sustain the

battery SoC over a complete DC. This operation mode is

called “charge sustaining strategy”. Equation 2 gives the

mathematical description of the minimization problem. The

control of the battery SoC is ensured by the penalty coefficient

k multiplied with the battery hydrogen equivalent CBat.

PFC = min(CH2 + k · CBat) (2)

k = 1− 2μ
SoC − 2 · (SoCmax + SoCmin)

SoCmax + SoCmin
(3)

This leads to a —by the physical limitations of the tar-

get system— constrained optimization problem. Furthermore,

boundary conditions, respectively the maximum and minimum

power of FC and battery needed to be considered. Although

equality constraints, like load demand shall be equal to the

sum of battery and fuel cell power, also needed to be acknowl-

edged. For the evaluation of the described ECMS controller,

a solver based on an active-set approach was used to find an

online solution for the constrained optimization problem.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The performance of the three EMS approaches were evalu-

ated based on the simulation results of 160 individual repre-

sentative DCs. Five performance criteria were defined: overall

system efficiency, the mean efficiency of the FC, the operating

range of the energy storage components (characterized by

maximum and minimum SoC) and the overall hydrogen con-

sumption per kilometer. To comprise the results of each driving

scenario (cluster AA to cluster CA), the mean values for each

criteria over all DCs in the specific cluster were calculated.

The overall system efficiency can be expressed by the quotient

of the total energy consumption to energy equivalent of the

consumed hydrogen. Despite charge sustaining strategy, the

final energy storage SoCs, battery and SC, deviate from the

start SoCs depending on the effectiveness of the implemented

EMS approach. Therefore, the corresponding change of stored

energy has to be incorporated. The hydrogen consumption is

expressed in kg km−1 and is given by equation 4, where D is

the trip distance, QFC is the supplied charge, respectively the

integral of the FC current. N is the number of FC cells and

F the Faraday constant.

cH =
N

F
·QFC · 1

D
(4)

TABLE IV
SIMULATION RESULTS PI CONTROLLER

PI-Controller AA AB BA
Efficiency (%) 54 69 82
FC Efficiency (driving) (%) 44.8 44.35 43.7
Delta SoCSC (%) 72.5 - 73.77 72.5 - 73.76 72.4 - 77
Delta SoCB (%) 69 - 70.6 68.9 - 70.6 68.9 - 72.11
H2 Consumption (kg) 0.68 0.52 0.32

PI-Controller BB CA CB
Efficiency (%) 79 74 73.5
FC Efficiency (driving) (%) 43 42.2 42.5
Delta SoCSC (%) 73- 75.2 72.5 - 74.5 72.5 - 76
Delta SoCB (%) 68.95 - 72.3 68.9 - 71.9 68.9 - 71.8
H2 Consumption (kg) 0.43 0.43 0.43

TABLE V
SIMULATION RESULTS ECMS

ECMS AA AB BA
Efficiency (%) 38 30 53.9
FC Efficiency (driving) (%) 44.6 44.65 44.6
Delta SoCSC (%) 72.4 - 73.6 72.51 - 73.5 72.4 - 73.5
Delta SoCB (%) 68.56 - 78.62 68.9 - 84.2 64.22 - 87.7
H2 Consumption (kg) 0.82 0.85 0.39

ECMS BB CA CB
Efficiency (%) 66.4 70 73
FC Efficiency (driving) (%) 44.4 43.3 43.6
Delta SoCSC (%) 72.5 - 74.25 72.5 - 73.6 72.5 - 73.7
Delta SoCB (%) 54.25 - 85.9 64.22 - 80.4 54.3 - 75.3
H2 Consumption (kg) 0.44 0.45 0.43

Table IV - VI depict the simulation results. Rural and es-

pecially motorway driving show high efficiency and a low H2

consumption, whereas urban driving is mainly characterized

by a high H2 consumption and a lower overall efficiency.

In general congested traffic condition shows slightly higher

consumption values than free flow. Comparing the three EMS

schemes under test, it can be stated that there is no significant

difference in H2 consumption between the three approaches.

The Pi controller and ECMS have slightly lower consumption

rates than the state machine EMS. Based on the simulation

results it can be noted that FHEVs are especially efficient when

driving on rural road or motorways.
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TABLE VI
SIMULATION RESULTS STATE MACHINE

State Machine AA AB BA
Efficiency (%) 44 54 79
FC Efficiency (driving) (%) 40.6 41 40.4
Delta SoCSC (%) 69.8 - 90 65.5 - 90 54 - 90
Delta SoCB (%) 68.8 - 71 69 - 73.1 69 - 73.5
H2 Consumption (kg) 0.83 0.66 0.36

State Machine BB CA CB
Efficiency (%) 72 68 67
FC Efficiency (driving) (%) 41.3 41.2 41.4
Delta SoCSC (%) 49.8 - 90 62.7 - 90 36.5 - 90
Delta SoCB (%) 68.9 - 73.5 69 - 72.7 68.9 - 72.5
H2 Consumption (kg) 0.47 0.46 0.47

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a competitive evaluation of three state of the

art and widely used EMS schemes for FHEV based on real

world driving was outlined. A method to identify representa-

tive DCs for specific drive scenarios was proposed. The three

state of the art EMS schemes were simulated and tested with

each 60 different DCs representing driving on three different

road types (rural, urban and motorway) and in free-flow and

dense traffic. As evaluation criteria, the hydrogen consumption

per kilometer, the overall efficiency, the FC efficiency as well

as the SoC variation of battery and SC, were chosen.

Finally, it can be stated that a comprehensive frame work

to evaluate EMS for FHEV based on real world driving

was presented. The presented results, with total efficiency

up to 82%, confirm the benefits of a hybrid system and

reinforce the need for a new EMS approaches. Compared

with other schemes, the Pi controller approach has lowest H2

consumption, where as the ECMS approach achieves highest

use of the battery 50% - 80%. In order to overcome the

outlined problem of high H2 consumption driving in urban

conditions, a new EMS and operation characteristic is needed.

Future work will concentrate on the development and

evaluation of a new predictive MPC based EMS approach.

Additionally, a hardware test bench will be installed and

coupled with the virtual test bench. The hardware system will

enable validation of the used models and the applicability

of EMS under test on real hardware. Furthermore, in future

evaluation of EMS strategies, a performance index expressing

the component stress will be included.
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